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Modeling Adversarial Behavior Against
Mobility Data Privacy

Roberto Pellungrini , Luca Pappalardo , Filippo Simini, and Anna Monreale

Abstract— Privacy risk assessment is a crucial issue in any
privacy-aware analysis process. Traditional frameworks for
privacy risk assessment systematically generate the assumed
knowledge for a potential adversary, evaluating the risk with-
out realistically modelling the collection of the background
knowledge used by the adversary when performing the attack.
In this work, we propose Simulated Privacy Annealing (SPA),
a new adversarial behavior model for privacy risk assessment
in mobility data. We model the behavior of an adversary as a
mobility trajectory and introduce an optimization approach to
find the most effective adversary trajectory in terms of privacy
risk produced for the individuals represented in a mobility
data set. We use simulated annealing to optimize the movement
of the adversary and simulate a possible attack on mobility
data. We finally test the effectiveness of our approach on real
human mobility data, showing that it can simulate the knowledge
gathering process for an adversary in a more realistic way.

Index Terms— Data privacy, privacy, agent-based modeling.

I. INTRODUCTION

MOBILITY data are some of the most sought after
commodity in the data analysis landscape today. With

the pervasiveness of location-based services and the wide-
spread use of mobile devices, mobility data are more abundant
than ever. However, in light of national and international
data privacy regulations, such as the European General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR), protecting data from privacy
breaches has become a major concern, affecting all kinds of
data across several fields. Privacy-preserving solutions usually
modify or transform the original data to mask individuals and
protect them, thus changing the characteristics of the original
data set. Therefore, the challenge in designing privacy pro-
tection methods is to achieve privacy for as many individuals
as possible while preserving the quality of the data, allowing
meaningful analyses.

The scientific literature has proposed several tools to quan-
tify the risk of privacy violations for the individuals rep-
resented in a mobility data set. A standard approach is to
consider a worst-case scenario in which a malicious adversary
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has the maximum knowledge on any individual in the data and
performs the smartest attack against them. For example, given
an individual’s spatio-temporal trajectory covering one month,
worst-case approaches assume that the adversary knows the
whole month’s worth of locations and tries to identify the
individual in the shared mobility dataset. This assumption
led to the definition of several privacy-preserving algorithms
such as differential privacy, randomization, and k-anonymity
[1]–[5]. These algorithms transform the data in such a way
to guarantee certain thresholds on the risk of privacy leaks.
Unfortunately, the low data quality resulting from the appli-
cation of the privacy transformation often inhibits the use
of the mobility data. This situation is referred to as the
“tragedy of data commons” [6]. Either for fear of disclosing
sensitive information or because of the lack of mutual trust,
we may end up misjudging privacy risk (either overestimating
or underestimating the risk), make improper use of the data,
or give up on them completely.

The framework used in [7] and [8] tries to mitigate the
issue above performing the systematic assessment of empirical
privacy risk concerning specific attacks on mobility data. In
practice, the framework simulates an adversary that, for each
individual, possesses the knowledge maximizing the privacy
risk of that individual. To this end, the framework generates
all the possible background knowledge that the adversary may
know, and assesses the risk with respect to the worst one.
Although this framework has advanced the state of the art
considerably, it does not model the process of background
knowledge gathering in a realistic way.

In this article, we propose a data-driven approach to real-
istically simulate the behavior of a malicious adversary in
the acquisition of background knowledge for privacy attacks
in mobility data. First of all, we assume that the malicious
adversary collects information about the attacked individuals
during their movements while satisfying the natural spatial
and temporal constraints of human mobility [9], [10]. Then,
we present three possible alternatives: the adversary is one of
the real individuals in the data set (real adversary); the adver-
sary is a synthetic individual that moves realistically (synthetic
adversary); the adversary moves in such a way to produce
the greatest damage to the privacy of individuals in the data
set (simulated adversary). We implement the third alternative
by designing a Simulated Privacy Annealing algorithm (SPA)
based on an optimization meta-heuristic that generates the
adversary’s movements that maximize the average privacy risk
of the individuals in the data set. We show, on large-scale
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mobility data, that SPA provides more realistic estimates of
the privacy risk for individuals than traditional approaches,
also generating an average privacy risk higher than the most
efficient real and synthetic adversaries. Our results show that
SPA also gives a robust upper bound to the risk that some
adversary may produce for the individuals in a dataset. The
approach we present in this article can be applied to the
simulation of any privacy attack on mobility data based on
background knowledge and can be used by a data owner to
understand which individuals have a high privacy risk under
these new assumptions.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we give a
brief overview of the literature on the topics relevant to our
work, in Section III we provide the mathematical definitions
we use in our work, in Section IV we introduce the principles
of traditional privacy risk assessment frameworks, in Section V
we state our approach and we outline the different scenarios
for our simulations in Section VI. In Section VII, we comment
on our results. Finally, in Section VIII, we summarize our
findings and give some hints for future developments.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Privacy Risk and Mobility Data Privacy

An overview of the techniques and methodologies concern-
ing urban mobility can be found in [11]. Human mobility
data contains sensitive information and can be used to dis-
close private details of the lives of the individuals involved.
Many privacy-preserving techniques for human mobility data
have been proposed in literature [12]. For example, Gian-
notti amd Pedreschi [3] summarize the best practices in
handling geo-located data and the standard privacy-preserving
methodologies that can be applied to human mobility data.
k-anonymity [1], [2] states that an individual should be
indistinguishable from a group of at least k − 1 other indi-
viduals, based on their quasi-identifiers attributes. A gener-
alized methodology to achieve k-anonymity can be found
in [13]. Poulis et al. [14] propose an apriori algorithm to
achieve k-anonymity for trajectory data. Another widely used
privacy-preserving model is differential privacy [15], which
limits the impact of data aggregation algorithms on the privacy
of individuals. For example, Monreale et al. [16] propose
applying a �-differential privacy model for movement data.
Cavoukian and Emam [17] advocate for the importance of the
assessment of the risk of re-identification. In literature, this is
also referred to as identity disclosure risk. A re-identification
occurs when an adversary can link the de-identified or oth-
erwise protected data of an individual with some information
available to them. In the literature, there are two main ways
to measure the risk of re-identification:

• File-level risk assessment: risk is defined as the propor-
tion of records that an adversary can re-identify out of
the whole set of records they have [18];

• Individual risk assessment: risk is defined as the proba-
bility that a particular record of the adversary is recog-
nized as corresponding to a particular individual in the
data. This comes from the intuition that risk is not
homogeneous in a data set, and that rare combinations

of attributes may lead to the re-identification of
individuals [19].

Recently works have improved on the techniques used in
privacy risk assessment for mobility data. Basu et al. [20]
propose an empirical model for the estimation of privacy risk
for trajectory data. Pratesi et al. [7] propose a generalized
privacy risk assessment framework applicable to any data.
Risk is assessed based on the k-anonymity principle by sys-
tematically evaluating all the possible background knowledge
of an adversary with a combinatorial worst-case approach.
Pellungrini et al. provide the definition of a large number of
attacks on mobility data [8], alongside an accurate classifi-
cation approach that can reduce computational time signifi-
cantly required for privacy risk assessment. Kondor et al. [21]
present a large-scale analysis of user matchability in real
mobility datasets, effectively linking mobility data based
on co-occurrence, a premise similar to our definition of
colocation.

In some existing works, attacks in mobility data are simu-
lated using de-identification algorithms based on some learn-
ing phase. In [22], the authors propose Bayesian approaches
where users are classified by the frequency of their visits. In
contrast, in [23] the authors learn Markov Chains models from
the data before linking the knowledge of the attacker to the
data. This approach ultimately produces an estimation of the
probability with which an individual can be re-identified by
a particular attack. The focus of our methodology is slightly
different: we focus on empirical privacy risk, i.e., the direct
matching of the knowledge that an adversary may possess
with the data. In particular, we propose a novel method of
simulating the construction of such knowledge.

B. Generative Models of Human Mobility

The generation of synthetic trajectories that capture the
salient characteristics of real mobility data is a topic of
growing interest. Mobility data suitable for specific purposes
may not be readily available or may not be safe to share.
Therefore, several models have been proposed to generate such
data synthetically. Generative models of individual mobility
aim at generating synthetic individual trajectories. One of
the most widely accepted individual generative models is the
Exploration and Preferential Return (EPR) model [24]. This
model is based on the probability that, at any given time,
an individual can either explore a new location or return to
a previously visited location. While the model is accurate
in reproducing basic spatial statistics, it cannot capture the
temporal regularities of human mobility realistically. Several
improvements have been proposed on the EPR model, such
as d-EPR [25], which modifies the spatial selection of EPR
using the collective Gravity model to instruct the generative
mechanism on the choice of locations. In our paper, we use
DITRAS [26], a modelling framework for generating synthetic
trajectories. DITRAS separates the generative procedure into
two parts: first, a Markov-chain to generate the temporal
component of a trajectory, then the d-EPR model for the spatial
component. DITRAS has been proved to be able to capture a
large portion of the characteristics of human mobility.
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C. Simulated Annealing

Simulated annealing is a metaheuristic to approximate
global optimum for optimization problems. It is used for
problems with vast search spaces. Simulated annealing is an
adaptation of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [27], which
is a Monte Carlo algorithm used for the generation of sample
states of a thermodynamic system, such as, for example,
[28]. Simulated annealing has been applied to human mobility
problems before, for example, in [29], where the algorithm is
used to tackle traffic jams by dynamically calculating optimal
traffic routes. Simulated annealing requires several parameters,
like the cooling schedule. Such parameters are application-
specific. However, general guidelines exist to guide in the
selection process, such as [30] for the cooling schedule,
or [31], which gives a general procedure to compute the initial
temperature of the simulated annealing.

III. DATA DEFINITIONS

In this article, we focus on vehicular mobility data,
i.e., trajectories from private vehicles. From now on, we will
refer to this kind of data as individual mobility data. A trajec-
tory is a sequence of records that identifies the movements of
an individual during a period of observation [32]–[35]. Each
record contains the following information: the identifier of
the individual; the visited location expressed in coordinates
(typically, latitude and longitude); a timestamp that indicates
when the individual stopped in or went through that location.

Definition 1 (Trajectory): The trajectory T u of an individ-
ual u is a temporally ordered sequence of tuples T u =
�(x1, y1, t1), (x2, y2, t2), . . . , (xn, yn, tn)�, where xi and yi are
the coordinates of a geographic location and ti is the corre-
sponding timestamp, with ti < t j if i < j ∀i, j ≤ n, with
n = |T u |.

Definition 2 (Mobility Dataset): A mobility dataset is a set
of Trajectories D = {T 1, T 2, . . . , T m}, where T u (1 ≤ u ≤ m)
is the trajectory of individual u.

In practice, trajectories may have different resolutions
depending on how the mobility data are collected. For our
purposes, we refer to trajectories where the coordinates of
each point represent the centroid of a larger geographical
area comprising the original point. Specifically, with the term
point, we refer to a single element of a trajectory, while with
the term location we refer to the point’s spatial information.
We denote by Uset = {u1, . . . , um} the set of the distinct
individuals represented in the mobility data set D and by
Lset = {l1 = (x1, y1), . . . , lw = (xw, yw)} the set of distinct
locations in D.

We can discretize the period of observation of a trajectory
into time slots of a fixed length, e.g., one hour. Given a
timestamp, we can map it onto a corresponding time slot, for
example, by rounding the timestamp to the nearest hour.

Definition 3 (Time Slot): Given a certain precision p, the
time slot tsi corresponding to timestamp ti is obtained
by rounding t to precision p. We denote with T sset =
{ts1, . . . , tsv } the set of all different time slots in a data set D.

For example, timestamp 12/10/2010-23:39:46 is assigned
to time slot 12/10/2010-24:00:00 if rounding to the nearest
hour, or it is assigned to time slot 12/10/2010-23:30:00 if

rounding to the nearest half-hour. Note that since two different
timestamps ti and t j belonging to the same trajectory T u may
be mapped to the same time slot ts, two different locations
in the trajectory, li = (xi , yi ) and l j = (x j , y j ) may be
associated with the same time slot ts. In such a case, typically,
the location with the longest staying period in the time slot
is selected as the location associated with that time slot [26].
We can then represent a mobility dataset D as a matrix:

Definition 4 (Mobility Dataset Matrix): A mobility dataset
matrix M is a three-dimensional binary matrix |Lset | ×
|T sset | × |Uset | where each element mij z is 1 if individual
z was at location i during timeslot j , 0 otherwise.

A mobility dataset matrix allows us to visualize better which
individuals stayed roughly in the same place and at the same
time, and it also allows us to simulate better the behavior of an
adversary for a privacy attack. The trajectory T u of individual
u is made of all the elements miju∀(i, j) in matrix M .

IV. PRIVACY RISK ASSESSMENT

In the literature [1], [2], [7], most of the methodologies
of privacy risk assessment assume that the simulation of a
privacy attack takes place in two phases. In phase 1, the
malicious adversary gathers, in some way, a background
knowledge about an individual’s movements (e.g., a fragment
of their trajectories). In phase 2, the malicious adversary
uses the acquired background knowledge to re-identify the
records of the individual in a mobility dataset. Formally,
the conceptual framework of privacy attacks relies on the
following definitions:

Definition 5 (Background Knowledge): A background
knowledge B K represents the set of spatio-temporal points
known by the malicious adversary about a set of individuals.
Formally, we represent it as a |Lset | × |T sset | matrix
where bki j = 1 if the adversary knows that at least one
individual was at the location i during the timeslot j , and
bki j = 0 otherwise.

In other words, the adversary background knowledge B K
can be considered as an adversary trajectory denoted by T a .

Definition 6 (Background Knowledge Instance): A back-
ground knowledge instance Bu is a specific set of
spatio-temporal points known by the adversary about an indi-
vidual u. Formally, we can represent it as a 2-dimensional
matrix where ∀(i, j)Bu

i j = 1 if the adversary knows that
the specific individual u was at the location i during the
timeslot j .

Given a set of m individuals, we denote by B the
3-dimensional mobility matrix representing the background
knowledge instances of the adversary of all m individuals.

In this article, we consider a scenario in which a malicious
adversary successfully gathers some points belonging to sev-
eral identities and then tries to match these points against
a data set. The gathered points compose the background
knowledge of the adversary. The points in the background
knowledge belonging to one specific individual compose the
background knowledge instance of the adversary for that
individual.

Example 1: Let us consider an adversary with trajec-
tory (or background knowledge) T a = {(l1, ts1), (l2, ts2),
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(l3, ts3), (l4, t4)} and an individual with trajectory T u =
�(l1, ts1), (l4, ts2), (l2, ts3), (l3, ts4)�. We can represent them
by the matrices:

ts1 ts2 ts3 ts4

T a =
l1
l2
l3
l3

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

ts1 ts2 ts3 ts4

T u =
l1
l2
l3
l4

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

For that individual the background knowledge instance of the
adversary is {(l1, ts1)} (i.e, only Bu

l1t s1
= 1) because this is the

only point in the adversary trajectory that also belongs to the
trajectory of the individual, i.e., T a

l1,t s1
= T u

l1,t s1
= 1.

A re-identification attack is the process with which an
adversary compares their knowledge to some mobility record.
A re-identification attack can be expressed mathematically
as a matching function matching(Tw, Bu), which indicates
whether or not a trajectory T w matches the instance of
background knowledge Bu . A match indicates that, for the
adversary, the points in Bu are associated with T w, and
therefore that the two identities w and u might be the same. We
assume that, in this attack, the adversary uses both the spatial
and temporal components of each point. We can formalize the
associated matching function as:

matching(T w, Bu) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

true ∀(i, j) ∈ Bu, ∃(i, j) ∈ T w|
mijw = Bu

i j = 1

f alse otherwise

The matching function returns true if the trajectory T w

contains all the points in the background knowledge instance
Bu , and false otherwise.

Definition 7 (Privacy Risk): The privacy risk of an indi-
vidual is measured as the probability to re-identify them
given a background knowledge instance Bu . We can
apply the matching function to the whole mobility dataset
M and count the matching records: Fmatch(M, Bu) =
T w ∈ M|matching(T w, Bu) = T rue}. The probability of
re-identification of an individual u in M is defined as

Risk(u, Bu, M) = P RM (T w = u|Bu) = 1

|Fmatch(M, Bu)|
that is the probability to associate a trajectory T w ∈ M to an
individual u, given instance Bu . Note that, if for each (i, j) ∈
Bu , an individual z �= u has mij z = 1 in M , then the individual
shares all the points of u in the adversary’s background
knowledge instance. Algorithm 1 details the procedure that
calculates the privacy risk for a given individual u.

Given each individual’s privacy risk in a mobility dataset,
we define the average risk produced by an adversary as:

Definition 8 (Average Adversary Risk (AAR)): Given the
set of individuals Uset in mobility dataset M , and
Risk(u, Bu, M), the Average Adversary Risk (AAR) is the

Algorithm 1 Algorithm to Compute Risk for User u
Against Mobility Dataset Matrix M

input : Background knowledge instance Bu , mobility
dataset matrix M

output: Privacy risk for individual u
1 S ← ∅; T ← ∅; F ← 1;
2 for (i, j) ∈ Bu do
3 for (z) ∈ mi, j do
4 if mi, j,z == 1 then
5 T ← T ∪z;

6 if F == 1 then
7 S ← T; F ← 0;
8 else
9 S ← S

�
T; T ← ∅;

10 risk ← 1/|S| return risk

average risk produced by the adversary:

AAR(u, Bu, M) =


u∈Uset
Risk(u, Bu, M)

|Uset | .

V. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In the literature, risk assessment methodologies aim at
evaluating the privacy risk of each individual in a data set
simulating attacks that try to maximize the individual privacy
risk. These methodologies assume that: (i) the malicious adver-
sary gathers an arbitrary quantity of information, called back-
ground knowledge, about an individual they want to attack;
(ii) the malicious adversary uses the background knowledge to
re-identify the attacked individual in an anonymized data set.
In the case of human mobility data, re-identification means that
the malicious adversary can reconstruct the entire trajectory
Tu of the attacked individual. Typically, existing privacy risk
assessment frameworks (e.g., [7]) generate all the possible
background knowledge that a malicious adversary may gather
about an individual. They compute a re-identification probabil-
ity for each background knowledge and define the individual’s
re-identification risk as the maximum re-identification proba-
bility. We claim that the existing frameworks do not model
the process of gathering the background knowledge realisti-
cally because, for any individual, they derive the background
knowledge that maximizes their risk from the available data
set. This approach is the same as considering an attacker
tailored for every single individual in the data. Our claim
relies on the fact that an adversary can gather background
knowledge about a moving individual by knowing where they
are at which time; this implies a co-location between them.
Thus, the gathering of the background knowledge needs some
real movements by the malicious adversary, which implies
that the spatial and temporal constraints of human mobility
must be taken into account during the process of background
knowledge construction.

In this article, we explore possible realistic ways to model
the acquisition of the background knowledge by an adversary,
taking into account the spatial and temporal constraints of
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human mobility. The main idea is to define an approach to
privacy risk assessment based on an adversary that realisti-
cally gathers a background knowledge while maximizing the
privacy risk of the individuals in the data. We model the
behavior of a malicious adversary as an adversary trajectory.
We hence assume that a malicious adversary is an object
that moves on the same geographic area and during the
same period as the attacked individuals. While moving, the
malicious adversary gathers information about the individuals
they co-locate with. The malicious adversary uses the gathered
background knowledge to re-identify those individuals in
the mobility data set. The adversary trajectory can refer to
movements by the malicious adversary itself, or it can refer
to movements by a mobile camera, such as a drone with a
programmed movement that surveils an area for a specified
period. Modelling the behavior of a malicious adversary as
an adversary trajectory is an approach that completely departs
from the literature. Traditional risk assessment methodologies
build the background knowledge abstractly, i.e., by looking at
the data of any single individual. In our framework, the adver-
sary’s behavior is confined within realistic spatio-temporal
constraints (e.g., an adversary cannot be in two different places
at the same time). To formalize how the adversary gathers
information through the trajectory, we use the concept of
co-location:

Definition 9 (Co-Location): Let (x, y, t) and (x �, y �, t �) be
two points of two trajectories T u and T w respectively. The
two points are considered a co-location if (x = x � ∧ y =
y � ∧ t = t �). We denote by Cu,w the set of all co-locations
between trajectories T u and T w.

Intuitively, a co-location indicates that whenever two tra-
jectories intersect in a specific location during the same time
slot, two individuals are at the same place at the same
time. Whenever the adversary trajectory co-locates with the
trajectory of an individual u, the adversary’s background
knowledge instance Bu expands, including the points and
the time slot of the co-location. In other words, given the
adversary trajectory T a and the individual trajectory T u , the
background knowledge instance Bu is given by intersecting the
adversary and individual trajectories, that can be computed by
the element-wise product between the two matrices T a and Tu ,
i.e., Bu = T a◦T u . As stated in Section III, when we discretize
time into timeslots, whenever two locations end up in the
same timeslot for a particular individual, we maintain only the
location with the longest stay time. Therefore, in our context,
it is easy to apply the concept of co-location: the mobility
matrix M indicates when two individuals are in the same
location at the same time slot. Based on acquired background
knowledge, we simulate a re-identification attack in which the
malicious adversary tries to match the points gathered about
any individual in the mobility data set. We finally compute the
privacy risk of each individual using Algorithm 1 (Section IV).
To clarify the process of construction of the background
knowledge, let us consider the following toy example, in which
letters and integers substitute the geographic coordinates and
time slots:

Example 2: Let us consider a 3-dimensional mobil-
ity matrix M containing the trajectories of three users

{u1, u2, u3}:
ts1 ts2 ts3

T u1 =
l1
l2
l3
l4

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

1 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0
0 0 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

ts1 ts2 ts3

T u2 =
l1
l2
l3
l4

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

0 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

ts1 ts2 ts3

T u3 =
l1
l2
l3
l4

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

0 0 0
0 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 1

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

Given an adversary with the following trajectory:
ts1 ts2 ts3

T a =
l1
l2
l3
l4

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

1 0 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
0 1 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

the co-locations between the adversary trajectory and the
dataset D, is computed by performing an element-wise product
between the two matrices. The resulting background knowl-
edge instance B is the 3-dimensional matrix composed of the
following individual matrices:

ts1 ts2 ts3

Bu1 =
l1
l2
l3
l4

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

1 0 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

ts1 ts2 ts3

Bu2 =
l1
l2
l3
l4

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 1 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

ts1 ts2 ts3

Bu3 =
l1
l2
l3
l4

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 1 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

Based on the background knowledge instance B , we evaluate
the privacy risk produced by the adversary using a match-
ing function and counting, for each individual, how many
other individuals match the points in B . For example, points
B(l1t s1u), B(l2t s3u) have value 1 only for u = u1, generating
a privacy risk of 1; while points B(l4,t s2,u) have value 1 for
u = u2 and u = u3, the privacy risk is equal to 1

2 .

VI. CONSTRUCTION OF THE ADVERSARY TRAJECTORY

We can construct an adversary trajectory in several ways.
We consider three possibilities: using the trajectory of a real
individual, generating a realistic synthetic trajectory, or con-
structing a principled adversary trajectory. These three types
of trajectories mimic different potential behaviors of an adver-
sary. In the first case, we represent the scenario in which the
adversary may be one of the individuals in the data. In the
second case, we generate a synthetic adversary trajectory able
to reproduce the fundamental mobility patterns. The goal is to
simulate an adversary who is a person moving similarly to the
others but is not represented in the data. Finally, the simulated
trajectory is obtained by applying an optimization method to
simulate the case in which the adversary tries to maximize its
ability to re-identify other individuals in the data.
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A. Real Adversary Trajectory

The most straightforward approach to construct an adversary
trajectory is assuming that the malicious adversary is one
of the individuals represented in the mobility data set. In
this scenario, the adversary trajectory is a real individual’s
trajectory, that we call Real Adversary Trajectory. The privacy
risk assessment based on this model identifies in the data set M
the adversary trajectory leading to the maximum privacy risk
for individuals represented in M . For each real individual in
the data set M , we use the following approach: (i) we consider
their trajectory as background knowledge of a malicious adver-
sary; (ii) we compute the privacy risk of each individual in M
against that adversary; (iii) we compute the privacy risk for the
dataset as average over the individual privacy risks, i.e., AAR
(Definition 8). Finally, we return the privacy risk evaluation
corresponding to the real adversary trajectory leading to the
highest AAR. The individual privacy risk computation at step
(ii) works as follows. Consider a candidate real adversary
trajectory T a (background knowledge) and an individual u in
M . First, the approach constructs the adversary’s background
knowledge instance Bu , composed of the co-locations between
T a and the trajectory of the individual u. Then, it computes
the privacy risk of u applying the Risk(u, Bu, M) function
(Definition 7).

B. Synthetic Adversary Trajectory

An alternative approach is to generate the adversary trajec-
tory using generative algorithms, i.e., algorithms that generate
synthetic trajectories that are realistic in reproducing the
fundamental patterns of human mobility [26], [36]. We call
Synthetic Adversary Trajectory an adversary trajectory gener-
ated in this way. In this scenario, the privacy risk assessment
process generates a candidate set of adversary trajectories
using a generative algorithm. This algorithm generates a popu-
lation of synthetic agents moving in the same geographic area
and period as the individuals in the mobility data set. Then, the
privacy risk assessment process identifies in the synthetic data
set the adversary trajectory leading to the maximum privacy
risk for individuals in M . For each individual in the synthetic
data set, we use the following approach: (i) we consider
their trajectory as a background knowledge of a malicious
adversary; (ii) we compute the privacy risk of each individual
in M; (iii) we compute the privacy risk for M as average over
the individual privacy risks, i.e., AAR (Definition 8). Finally,
we return the privacy risk evaluation related to the synthetic
adversary trajectory leading to the highest average privacy risk.
The individual privacy risk computation at step (ii) works as
in the previous scenario.

C. Simulated Adversary Trajectory

The previous two approaches model the adversary as an
individual whose movement is not focused on the maximiza-
tion of the privacy risk of the other individuals. They represent
a mobility behavior typical for common drivers. An interesting
research question is how to simulate the trajectory of an adver-
sary that moves over the geographic area with the specific goal
to maximize the attack success against the set of individuals

represented in the mobility data set. Technically speaking, this
is an optimization problem with a search space of exponential
size. To clarify this point, let us assume that each trajectory
consists of a number |T sset | of points, one point per time
slot. For each point, the number of possible locations is the
set |Lset | of locations on the geographic area of reference.
Assuming that the adversary moves fast enough to reach every
point of the geographical area (a reasonable assumption for
small to medium-size urban areas), the number of all possible
adversary trajectories is |Lset ||T sset |. As a real-world example,
let us consider a medium/small size city like Pisa (Italy),
and let us assume that it splits into 600 geographical square
cells. If the period of observation is one month, we have 720
time slots, resulting in 600720 ≈ 1.85737791× 102000 distinct
possible trajectories. A brute force approach that computes all
possible adversary trajectories is computationally unfeasible
for such an ample search space.

We overcome this computational problem by proposing
an algorithm called Simulated Privacy Annealing (SPA). It
is a method based on simulated annealing, an optimization
meta-heuristic that is an adaptation of the Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm [27]. Simulated annealing is a flexible procedure and
has been adapted to many different problems, including urban
mobility problems [29]. We chose simulated annealing for
its inherent characteristics of adapting well to problems with
ample space of the solutions and the capacity to escape local
optimum [37]. Intuitively, simulated annealing starts from a
solution to the problem and then explores the search space
by randomly modifying the solution at each iteration. A “tem-
perature” parameter controls the exploration of the solutions.
Initially, the temperature is high, and the algorithm considers
even solutions that do not improve on the objective function.
At every successive iteration, the temperature lowers, and
the algorithm is less likely to explore less optimal solutions.
This mechanism allows simulated annealing to avoid local
minimums and to converge to near optimality, given that it
explores enough solutions [38].

Algorithm 2 Simulated Annealing
input : Initial temperature T empinit , initial solution S0
output: Final state S

1 T emp ← T empinit ; S ← S0; Sbest ← S0;
2 while stopping_cri teria() i s f alse do
3 T emp ← cooling_schedule(T emp);
4 Snew ← neighbor(S);
5 if P(E(S), E(Snew), T emp) ≥ random(0, 1) then
6 S ← Snew ;

7 if E(S) > E(Sbest ) then
8 Sbest ← S;

9 return Sbest

Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode of the simulated anneal-
ing metaheuristic. It starts with an initial solution S and an
initial temperature T empinit . The algorithm then iterates until
it meets a stopping criterion (line 3 in Algorithm 2). At each
iteration, the algorithm decreases the temperature according to
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a cooling schedule (line 4). In line 5, the algorithm generates
a neighboring solution Snew by modifying the previous solu-
tion S. Then, the algorithm computes E(S) and E(Snew), i.e.,
the value of the function to optimize for both the previous
solution S and the neighboring solution Snew , respectively.
E(S) and E(Snew) are used alongside the current temperature
T emp to determine whether or not Snew can be accepted as
the current solution. This task is done through the acceptance
function P(E(S), E(Snew), T emp), defined as:

P(E(S), E(Snew), T emp) = e
�
− E(Snew)−E(S)

T emp

�
.

If the value of the acceptance function is higher than a number
generated uniformly at random in the range [0, 1], the neigh-
boring solution Snew becomes the new solution S; otherwise
the current solution S remains unchanged. Intuitively, the
acceptance function checks whether the neighboring solution
Snew provides a significant improvement in the objective
function: the more the neighboring solution improves the
current one, the more likely it is to be accepted as the new
solution.

We adapt simulated annealing to our problem by defining
what a solution S and the objective function E(S) are.
Moreover, we need to implement the internal functions in
Algorithm 2, i.e., stopping_criteria, cooling_schedule and
neighbor. For our problem, the solution S, S0, Snew and
Sbest represent an adversary trajectory, while the objective
function E(S) must be a function that quantifies the privacy
risk generated by the adversary trajectory. We use the AAR
metric defined in Definition 8 as an objective function.

Simulated annealing is a minimization metaheuristic. So,
to correctly model our problem, E(S) will be 1 − AAR
since mean risk has an upper bound of 1. We denote with
F AAR(T, M) the function that, given the adversary trajectory
T and a Mobility Matrix M computes 1 − AAR over the
individuals in M . So our objective function becomes simply:
F AAR(T, M). We generate the initial adversary trajectory
S by creating a random stationary trajectory: we select one
location at random from the geographic area of reference
and make the individual stay in that location for all the time
slots. The generation of the neighboring adversary trajectory
Snew (i.e., the implementation of the neighbor function) is
done by selecting at random one time slot in the current
adversary trajectory, and by substituting the associated location
with a new location chosen at random from the set of all
locations that are within a certain distance radius from the
point changed. This distance parameter is needed to guarantee
that the sequence of locations composing the adversary trajec-
tory is realistic, in the sense that the adversary cannot move
to seemingly unreachable locations in the span of a single
time slot. To implement the cooling_schedule function we
use the exponential cooling scheme [30]: the temperature at
step k + 1 is equal to the temperature at the previous step
multiplied by a constant α between 0 and 1: T empk+1 =
αT empk. This cooling schedule, though simple, has been
proved to be effective and time-efficient [39]. Whereas in the
literature the value of α is generally set somewhere between
0.95 and 0.99, in our experiments described in Section VII

we explore a broader range of values. The initial tempera-
ture is usually selected in a way that the initial acceptance
probability is close to a specific initial value, traditionally
80%. Ben-Ameur et al. in [31] propose a simple procedure to
calculate the initial temperature. For our purposes, having a
vast space of solutions, we select an initial temperature such
that the initial acceptance probability would be 90%. This is
done by running the annealing procedure for a small number of
iterations, adjusting the temperature in the process. Regarding
the stopping criteria, two common solutions are adopted in
the literature: either simulated annealing is run on a fixed
number of steps or the algorithm stops when no significant
improvements are made to the solutions for a certain number
of steps. We use the following approach instead: we run the
algorithms at intervals of a fixed number of steps. We choose
to compute this number from the actual size of the area we
are simulating on, i.e., as a fraction of the number of possible
locations times the number of time slots. After running the
algorithm for this number of steps, we evaluate the changes
made to the objective function. If new solutions are accepted,
the temperature is still high. Moreover, if new “best solutions”
are found, the function is still improving. In these two cases,
we keep on running the algorithm for the same number of
steps. Instead, if no new solutions are accepted, and the value
of the objective function is not improving, the algorithm has
sufficiently explored the space of solutions. In such a way,
every check for the stopping criteria is done after a substantial
number of steps and that the possible solutions are explored
thoroughly.

In summary, our Simulated Privacy Annealing (SPA)
process works as follows:

1) Set initial parameters: we set the initial temperature
and the initial solution.

2) Generate a neighboring solution: we generate a neigh-
boring solution by changing one of the locations in the
trajectory with another one at a distance no greater than
a fixed limit.

3) Evaluate current and neighboring solution: we com-
pute the co-locations and AAR.

4) Acceptance probability: we either accept or reject the
neighboring solution based both on the evaluation and
on the current temperature.

5) Lower the temperature: we lower the temperature
according to our cooling schedule.

6) Check for stoppage: if a certain number of steps have
been completed, check if states have been accepted or
if sensible improvement has been done to the objective
function.

Algorithm 3 shows the Simulated Privacy Annealing (SPA)
process. We show in Algorithms 4, and 5 how we implemented
the stopping criteria and neighboring function, respectively.

VII. EXPERIMENTS

A. Data Set of Real Trajectories

We use mobility data provided by Octo Telematics describ-
ing the GPS tracks of private vehicles travelling in Tuscany
during May 2011. When a vehicle is turned on, the GPS device
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Algorithm 3 Simulated Privacy Annealing (SPA)
input : Initial temperature T empinit , initial adversary

trajectory T0, mobility matrix M , cooling rate α,
distance limit lm

output: Final state Tbest

1 T emp ← T empinit ; T ← T0; Tbest ← T0; steps ← 0;
2 while stopping_cri teria(T, Tbest, steps, M) i s f alse

do
3 T emp ← αT emp;
4 Tnew ← neighbor(T, lm);
5 if P(AAR(T, M), AAR(Tnew, M), T emp)
≥ random(0, 1) then

6 T ← Tnew;

7 if F AAR(T, M) > F AAR(Tbest , M) then
8 Tbest ← T ;

9 steps ← steps + 1;

10 return Tbest

Algorithm 4 stopping_Criteria
input : Current adversary trajectory T , best adversary

trajectory Tbest , number of steps steps, mobility
matrix M

output: Stopping value bool
1 bool ← False; constant ← 10;
2 stepsn ← |M|/constant; if steps % stepsn == 0 then
3 if (T changed ∨ Tbest changed)) then
4 bool ← T rue;

5 return bool

Algorithm 5 Neighbor
input : Current adversary trajectory T , dist. limit lm
output: Neighboring trajectory Tnew

1 point ← random_choice(T );
2 new_ point ← neighbor_point (lm);
3 Tnew ← (T ); Tnew(point) ← new_point;
4 return Tnew

embedded in it starts registering the information about the
vehicle’s position every 30 seconds. When the vehicle stops,
no points are logged nor sent. We use these stops to split
each vehicle’s GPS track into sub-tracks, obtaining all the
trips performed by the vehicles. To recognize and eliminate
small stops, such as traffic lights and traffic jams, we follow
the strategy commonly used in literature [40], [41], ignoring
stops shorter than 20 minutes. We further split the GPS tracks
into urban areas, each pertaining to cities in Tuscany, spanning
from small/medium size cities to large urban areas. We thus
obtained five data sets corresponding to the cities of Florence,
Pisa, Livorno, Siena and the urban area comprising Pistoia
and Prato. For each of the five data sets, we perform two
further preprocessing steps. First, we assign each stop of
each trajectory to the coordinates of the nearest geographical

TABLE I

SUMMARY OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FIVE DATA SETS

census cell, according to the Italian Bureau of Statistics
(ISTAT). Second, we discretize the temporal information of the
trajectories obtaining the Mobility Dataset Matrix introduced
in Section III. Table I summarizes the characteristics of our
data sets.

B. Generation of Synthetic Trajectories

We use DITRAS [26], [42] to generate the synthetic trajec-
tories needed for the analysis of the risk produced by a syn-
thetic adversary. We run DITRAS using the spatial tessellation
of Tuscany and its origin-destination matrix. Having roughly
50,000 trajectories in the original data set, we simulate the
trajectories of 50,000 agents for one month, using a time slot
duration of one hour. Then, we cut the synthetic trajectories
obtained to fit them in the five urban areas we use for our
experiments.

C. Experimental Results

For two of the three scenarios, the real adversary trajectory
and the synthetic adversary trajectory, we select the adversary
with the highest AAR from a population of possible adver-
saries. In both cases, the number of possible adversaries is
equal to the number of real trajectories. To understand how
SPA performs with respect to the other two scenarios, we first
look at the distribution of the AAR for all possible real and
synthetic adversaries, comparing it with the AAR achieved
by the simulated approach. As a baseline control, we generate
random adversary trajectories by selecting, for each timestamp,
a random location. We generate as many random adversary
trajectories as the number of real and synthetic adversary
trajectories. Figure 1 shows that the AAR generated by the
simulated adversary is considerably higher than the AAR
generated by real, synthetic, and random adversaries. These
results are consistent across the five urban areas and demon-
strate that an adversary that moves similarly to real individuals
does not raise particular privacy concerns. On the contrary,
an adversary that moves by optimizing the probability of
co-location with real individuals yields a significantly higher
privacy risk. Real adversaries, on average, have a slightly lower
AAR than synthetic adversaries, and both have a much lower
AAR than random adversaries. This result suggests that to
gather truly damaging background knowledge, a malicious
adversary would need to move in a much different way
than real individuals or likely synthetic individuals. Another
interesting observation is that the difference between the
simulated adversary’s AAR and the AAR of the real, synthetic
and random adversaries decreases as the size of the data
set increases. For example, Florence and Prato-Pistoia have
a much lower AAR than Pisa and Leghorn, suggesting that
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Fig. 1. Distribution of Average Adversary Risk (AAR) for real and synthetic adversaries compared to the AAR of a simulated adversary. In blue, we see
the AAR for real adversaries. In orange, we see the same value for synthetic adversaries. In green, we see the AAR for randomly generated adversaries. The
vertical red line indicates the AAR for the simulated adversary.

Fig. 2. Cumulative distribution of privacy risk for individuals attacked by the best adversary for the three scenarios: real, synthetic, and simulated. In blue,
the cumulative distribution of privacy risk for the best real adversary. In orange, the same value for the best synthetic adversary. In green, the cumulative
distribution of privacy risk for the best randomly generated adversaries.

the optimization is more effective in smaller areas. Indeed,
whereas an individual is more likely to be hidden in the crowd
in large data sets, in small data sets, the same individual may
be easier to attack.

We then look at how privacy risk distributes over the
individuals under attack. To do this, we select the best adver-
sary trajectory for each of the three scenarios introduced in
section V. For real and synthetic adversary trajectories, we take
the best performing trajectories out of the possible population
of adversaries (Treal and Tsynth). For the simulated adversary
trajectory, we consider the result of our simulation (Tsim ) using
SPA as explained in Section VI-C.

Figure 2 shows the cumulative distribution of privacy risk
for the individuals in the real data subjected to the attack of
the best adversary trajectories for our scenarios. We recall
that privacy risk ranges in the interval [0, 1] and that it
is essentially the reciprocal of integers (1/2, 1/3, . . .). The
cumulative distribution of risk is the portion of individuals

under a certain level of risk: the lower a curve, the higher the
privacy risk overall, as more individuals have higher privacy
risk. We see that Treal does not re-identify completely any
individual: values beyond certain levels of risk are lacking.
Again, we observe that the simulated adversary Tsim presents
a lower cumulative distribution of privacy risk than Treal ,
Tsynth , and the random baseline. The difference in overall risk
decreases as the dimension of the data set increases. These
results show that SPA generates an adversary trajectory with
an AAR higher than any other possible adversary, be it real,
synthetic, or random. Overall, for bigger data sets, we have
lower levels of privacy risk because trajectories move over a
more sparse and vast territory. In other words, the bigger the
territory, the harder it is for an adversary to pose a threat to
individuals’ privacy represented in the data set.

Our results highlight the differences in the three approaches
for the simulation of the adversary trajectory. An individual
moving like one of the individuals represented in the data
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Fig. 3. Variation in time of Average Adversary Risk (AAR) for the most effective attackers of each scenario. The risk is calculated as time goes by and
the trajectory of the corresponding adversary grows. In blue, we see the average produced risk for the most effective real adversary. In orange, for the most
effective synthetic adversary, in red, for the simulated adversary, and in green, for an adversary generated with a completely random movement.

poses a little privacy threat. A synthetic trajectory could
represent an adversary that is “crossing” the real trajectories.
Since synthetic trajectories are generated through a probabilis-
tic method, we see more erratic movements and, therefore,
a higher adversary risk. The simulated trajectory, engineered
to maximize average risk, produces the highest privacy threat.

D. Simulated Annealing Analysis

The simulated adversary, though unrealistic in their move-
ment, serves as a baseline for our experiments. We find that
the simulated adversary produces an AAR higher than the ones
of real and synthetic adversaries throughout all time slots and
regardless of the observation period (Figure 3). Hence, the
simulated adversary is an upper bound for AAR, meaning that
it is the worst possible single adversary for a mobility data
set. Moreover, we generate a random trajectory and compare
the resulting AAR with the one produced by a simulated
adversary. We find that, while significantly higher than real
or synthetic adversaries, a random trajectory does not yield
the same risk as a simulated trajectory obtained explicitly to
maximize average risk.

As Table II shows, the trajectory of the best simulated
adversary (Tsim) has a peculiar structure that significantly
differs from the structure of trajectories of the real (Treal )
and synthetic (Tsynth) adversaries. In Tsim , the mover changes
location at every time slot, visiting many locations, as wit-
nessed by the value of the mobility entropy, which is much
higher than the values of Treal and Tsynth . In other words,
the simulated approach, while it is more realistic than the
worst-case scenario approach used by existing privacy risk
assessment frameworks, and while producing the highest
AAR, generates an adversary trajectory that is inconsistent
with real human mobility trajectories. As Figure 3 shows,
although the trajectory obtained with simulated annealing
may seem random, randomly generated trajectories do not
produce the same risk as a simulated one. Figure 4 reports
a visualization of the different best adversary trajectories.

TABLE II

MOBILITY ANALYSIS OF THE BEST REAL AND SYNTHETIC ADVERSARIES

IN COMPARISON WITH THE SIMULATED ADVERSARY

E. Performance Analysis of Simulated Annealing
We find that SPA is robust with respect to both the limits

we impose on the adversary movements and the cooling rate
used to decrease the temperature (Figure 5).

Regarding the cooling rate, we test values ranging from
0.90 to 0.98. This relatively low decreasing rate allows us
for a broad exploration of the space of solutions. For both
the urban areas considered and varying the cooling rate, the
risk produced by the simulated adversary remains stable.
Regarding the distance limit, we test values ranging from 0.5
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Fig. 4. Visualization of the worst adversary trajectories for the three scenarios. In blue real trajectories, in orange synthetic trajectories, in red simulated
trajectories.

Fig. 5. Variation of Average Adversary Risk (AAR) by distance limit and exponential cooling rate, for all data sets. Both parameters do not have a strong
impact on SPA’s results.

kilometers to 5 kilometers. These are relatively strict limits,
considering that in an urban area and 1 hour, an agent can
potentially cover a greater distance. We find that, for both
urban areas and varying the distance limit, the risk produced
by the simulated adversary remains stable.

Since smaller timeslots imply more detailed trajectories
and more precise information for the simulated adversary,
small timeslots lead to high AAR values overall. Time dis-
cretization helps in “grouping” individuals in the same places
at identical timeslots. Therefore, the smaller the dimension
of the timeslots, the more timeslots we need to cover the
entire timeframe of the analysis, and the fewer individuals are
hidden within each other’s movements. This effect is evident
in large data sets, while for small urban areas, we observe
little differences. Moreover, small timeslots slow down SPA,
as shown in Table III. For the three smallest datasets (Siena,
Prato Pistoia, and Leghorn), the difference in runtime is small,
and performances are still good. SPA takes much longer for
small discretizations in the two largest datasets (Florence and
Pisa).

TABLE III

RUNTIME OF SPA VARYING THE SIZE OF THE TIMESLOTS

In Figure 6, we investigate the evolution of the risk produced
by the simulated adversary’s trajectory in time. SPA requires
roughly 20 minutes for the small datasets (Pisa, Leghorn,
Siena), and more than two and a half hours for the large
datasets (Florence, Prato/Pistoia). For the large data sets,
the improvement emerges early in the annealing process;
for the smaller data set, the improvements spread evenly during
the runtime of the procedure. This useful information can
be exploited by an analyst to understand when the annealing
process can be stopped and to adjust the stopping criteria if
time is a constraint in risk analysis.
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Fig. 6. Variation of the Average Adversary Risk (AAR) of the current solution and the best solution in time.

To enhance our contribution, we compared SPA with the
Particle Swarm Optimization approach (PSO). PSO is a com-
putational method that optimizes a problem by iteratively
trying to improve a candidate solution [43]. PSO modifies
a starting group, called swarm, of randomly selected feasi-
ble solutions, called particles, by evaluating their objective
function, and apply a translation that “moves” the particles
of the swarm towards the position of the best particle in
terms of the objective function in the swarm. The topology
of the swarm, i.e., how the single particles are compared
with each other, influences the algorithm’s performances.
Following existing approaches that apply PSO to discrete or
semi-discrete problems [44], [45], we use a circular topology
that helps escape local optimum, and we modify the translation
formula of the particles to suit our specific problem better. To
ensure feasibility, we impose the same constraints of travelled
distance we use for SPA. We run PSO for the same time that
SPA needed to reach termination, with a number of particles
equal to 10% of the size of the data set, and compare the results
in Figure 6. SPA is more effective than PSO in improving on
the initial solution. PSO fails to escape local optima and that,
after a small number of iterations, stops improving on the
solutions, reaching a plateau. This behavior can be attributed
to the comparative nature of PSO, which modifies solutions to
move them towards the best one available and applies limited
randomness to this movement. In contrast, SPA allows for
more exploration of less than optimal solutions, thus exploring
the space more effectively.

F. Discussion

We simulate a potential adversary’s movement in different
ways, generating realistic background knowledge. Our results
show that SPA provides a robust evaluation of the privacy
risk that an adversary can cause: the AAR obtained with
SPA is significantly higher than the one obtained with real
or synthetic trajectories. In real-world scenarios, in which an
adversary moves similarly to a real individual, the people’s
privacy risk would be lower than the risk estimated by existing
frameworks. Although SPA complies with the natural spatial
and temporal constraints of human mobility, the simulated
adversary trajectory vastly differs from the realistic and the

synthetic adversary trajectories. This difference emerges from
both a visual inspection of the trajectories and the analysis
of their mobility patterns (Figure 4f). SPA is stable over the
input parameters: both the distance limit and the cooling rate
do not significantly impact the performance of the simulated
annealing. The main drawback of our approach is the high exe-
cution time. While SPA may take several hours to complete,
our findings indicate that, for large data sets, convergence is
reached quicker with a reasonably efficient solution.1

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this article, we aimed to tackle the issue of the gen-
eration of an adversary’s background knowledge in privacy
risk assessment by proposing a realistic approach, tailored for
human mobility data. We represented the behavior of an adver-
sary as a trajectory and envisioned three possible scenarios
for generating it. In the first scenario, the trajectory is real;
in the second scenario, it is synthetic; in the third scenario,
the trajectory is generated by the Simulated Privacy Anneal-
ing (SPA) algorithm, with the specific objective of maximizing
average risk. A limitation of our method is that, depending on
the size of the data set, SPA may be heavily time-consuming.
While simulated annealing provides a reasonable estimation
of the privacy generated by an adversary, we find that a
random trajectory produces acceptable results in far less time,
suggesting that we may further speed up the computation by
tuning the algorithm. Moreover, while we chose the average
adversary risk as it represents a fair way to synthesize the
risk for all the individuals involved, other functions may be
tested to evaluate risk under different perspectives. Finally,
our approach is tailored for human mobility data: it would be
interesting to develop a realistic approach for the generation of
background knowledge and other kinds of data such as retail
or network data.
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